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A Green Bay Press Gazette story gave legs to a false report that Democratic
Gubernatorial Candidate Mary Burke was fired by TREK, questioning her business
credentials just before the election. Our sources say the reported firing was made up by
Walker friend Gary Ellerman, Chairman of the Jefferson County Republican Party and
fired by TREK himself.

  

  

GREEN BAY - Several days ago we predicted that the Republican “dirty tricks” people
supporting Scott Walker would save one or two of the best smear shots at Mary Burke until the
closing days of the campaign. That’s how it’s often done in the dirtier regions of Milwaukee
County politics. You drop the dirt bomb just before the final weekend of the campaign so it has
time to sink in with the electorate while still not giving your opponent enough time to counter it.

  

On Thursday morning, in a front page article entitled “ Burke on report of being fired from Trek:
`ridiculous' ” by Adam Rodewald, the
Green Bay Press Gazette gave legs to a false report that “Burke was fired by her family, who
founded Trek Bicycle, following financial losses and low morale among staff.” Damage done, the
seed of doubt about Burke's business credentials is planted, even if there is no truth to the
story. Continued on page 10.

  

Of course when we get to page 10, the Press Gazette goes on to say the “report relies on
statements by several anonymous sources and Gary Ellerman, who the Wisconsin Reporter
identifies as a former Trek human resources director and current chairman of the Jefferson
County Republican Party.”
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We've dealt with the Wisconsin Reporter for years, and know it to be a Madison Republican
front posing as a news source. And our sources say Gary Ellerman is the man behind the latest
campaign to smear Mary Burke. Ellerman is the Chairman of the Jefferson County Republican
Party and is known for posing as a Democrat during the recalls to force the real Democrat into a
costly primary.

  

Ellerman is also known for enjoying a bad joke or two at the expense of Democrats. A visit his
FaceBook page by a Democratic source turned up a October 19 share of a faked picture of
Michelle Obama holding a sign saying such things as “My Family is a Fake”, “Husband is a
Homo”, “Kids are adopted”, and “I am a man”.

  

Finally FaceBook also reveals that Gary Ellerman is a friend and committed supporter of Scott
Walker. The July 2, 2012 picture above that Ellerman posted of himself posing “With the
Governor and a few friends Sunday” provides the evidence.

  

Trek President John Burke released a statement Wednesday saying the report was inaccurate
and noted that it was actually Gary Ellerman who had been fired from Trek in 2004, according to
the Wisconsin Radio Network.

  

When asked for her comments, Burke said “I read the report. It’s ridiculous,” and then “Frankly,
we’re in the last six days of the election, and I think it’s a desperate attempt to undermine my
credibility based on absolutely no evidence at all.”

  

If anyone asks him, Scott Walker will probably say he didn't know what his friend was up to. Of
course, he said he didn't know what the six convicted members of his staff at Milwaukee County
were up to either.

  

That's how it goes. You throw something out, anything, and see if it sticks. It seems to be a way
of life for politician Scott Walker and businesswoman Mary Burke is new to the game. Maybe we
can do a little to clarify the story here.
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